By Callyana Small

When we
we g
got on the plane every one was bursting with excitement (I felt a bit bad for the people behind
us.we were
us.we
were very loud ).When we were in the air we all looked out the windows and saw the most
beautiful su
sunset.I ended up holding the iPad up every second and most of my battery was wasted on the
beautiful
plane.
plane.

When we got to the Airport I saw everyone else waiting except from Mrs.Billington ,but she wasn't far
behind us. We spent a while checking we had everything and that we had everyone (because that's kind
of important ).We had to get on the plane to Alicante,so we said goodbye to our families , went to the
waiting room and put our suitcases on the conveyor belt.It was going to be a long day .

I woke up and 3:30 am and got picked up by Becky's mum so we could go to Exeter .I wasn't actually
that tired and it only took me 30 minutes to get ready,so that was surprising .

"Are we there yet

After we got of the plane
we had to go and pick up
our luggage ( I thought the
trip was over , but no ) . We
had to go from Alicante to
Lorca on a coach . Most of
the coach ride I was
looking at the views , but I
also tried to take pictures
(In case you are wondering
what I mean by tried every
single time a nice view
appeared a big Lorry just
had to get in the way of
my/school iPad).I knew
Spain was dry ,but the
first time I looked at it I
could have mistaken it for
the Sahara
desert.Seriously now
England looks like a
rainforest .

Hotel

This is a picture of our room
that me ,Megan and Becky
were staying in .It had a
fridge a wardrobe ,3 beds
and a balcony .it also came
with a few other essential
things ,but that would
mean a long list .The hotel
had a lift or stairs we were
only on the 2nd floor so we
decided to do some
exercise.There was a huge
chandelier hanging over
our heads and a mini
restaurant to our side .

We decided to get out
and about ,so we went
to the mueseum to look
more into the history of
Lorca. One of the rooms
had gold every where
and was so
overwhelming when you
first walked in.We also
had a look round a
secret room which was
very small ,but had a lot
of history.

We were officially welcomed into the school by an assembly.At the
start there was some Spanish speeches (so we had no idea what they
were saying )and then a few songs were performed.All the songs were
in different languages , so everyone could understand it .There was a
Spanish ,English,African and to finish it off a song that everyone could
understand. It was called Altogether. I really enjoyed the assembly,
although the speeches were a bit/very confusing ,but some of the
teachers of the Erasmus schools from Spain, Italy, Latvia and England
did a short speech,so I understood that .

When the Erasmus assembly ended we
had to do a written task . It wasn't that
hard and it didn't take up much time ,so
I was soon out in the playground .All
the Erasmus children got a cake ( which
I didn't finish because the cake had this
dust which made me cough like
mad ) .I was sitting on a bench with
some Italian kids when some Spanish
kids started to play game with
everyone on the playground . I asked if
I could join in and they explained it to
me I couldn't remember what it was
called ,but they let me take a video .

Earthquake

This is a quick page about
earthquakes . About 6 yrs ago
there was an earthquake in
Spain .Luckily , they have
covered the damage in this
paste and are still trying to fix
the damage the earthquake had
made.This page won't help you
see what it was like but I just
wanted to say about the
earthquake and how it has
changed. Wherever you look
there is damage and sometimes
when you are just walking in the
street you see broken
windows,broken doors and the
house crumbling. I thought this
ruined Spain ,but other then that
Spain is a decently amazing
place to be and live.

Tour

We went on a tour around Lorca ,but I
think if I explained every detail it would
take up a few pages.Here our a few
pictures I took .

The castle was up a very big hill and the coach kept making stuttering sounds so it scared some of us.At the
castle we split in to two groups and when we went around the castle we saw a catapult ,a prison and we
also made it to the top of the castle and took a few pictures of the amazing views.At one point my group
went down a staircase into a room and underneath the room was a pit and in the pit was... A Dead body
we were debating wether it was real or not.It was probably a trick of my eyes ,but I thought I saw it
breathing . I doubt it was real at-least I hope it wasn't ...

We got up and had breakfast and then we walked all the way
to school to do some activities . My group was going to do a
collage ,but we didn't get to finish.We also did some gardening
and planted some garlics .Bee-bots were next and then Lego
technology.All the Latvian Spanish,Italian and English students
played football-rounders and dodgeball.At the end we played
a game in attempt to make more friends with the Spanish
children better.

Our tour around Lorca
was interesting so we
decided to have a tour
around Murcia.We saw
some protests and some
historical buildings.Most
of the time was spent
inside a cathedral, but a
few times our guide
stopped and showed us
something ,so our tour
took a while.Everyone
was so tired I was
relieved to see a sweet
shop . I brought some
Spanish nerds , but
some of the Red Hills
children spent 5 euro on
sweets and ate them in
1min.

We had breakfast at the hotel as usual and sat in our rooms for a while
before we got told that we were going to Auggilas . We went to the beach
and had some ice cream before we then wrote some stuff in the sand.When
the other group met us we went to the aquarium and were told about the
history of the beach.We also watched a video in Spanish and saw some
fish.There was also a small gift shop and a ship planted in the ground it was
quite cool to go in and see the inside of the ship. The aquarium was quite
small ,but was packed with lots of varieties of shells.

ed every second of it

IOstayed in for a
while ,but not too long
because we had to
pack.I didn't finish
packing before we had
to go to breakfast so I
decided to pack later . I
tried a different type of
breakfast today. Me
Megan and Becky
quickly rushed back up
the stairs to our rooms
and if you are
wondering some of us
(who begin with a m )
didn't want to go up the
lift ,so I went with
them.Any way Spain
went so quick it was like
I never went.

The meals we had at the school were OK ,but I loved the food we had at the restaurants .The Spanish
enjoyed it so I guess I didn't like it because I'm from England.

I thought the food was going to take up most I of my page so I decided to put it on one page. The
first picture was a HUGE pizza that we had in a restaurant .The second and third are both meals
we had in school .The last was something from the picnic we had at the airport .

The sky's colour is very different

In England the activites were very active ,but
most of them were indoors.All the food was
different and most of the desserts were
heated.the breakfast was mainly cereal .

Spain was very busy,but you were able to walk
dinners
wereinteresting
very
every where.All the activites
were very
late(except
.
and fun ,but not very active
from the
walks🙂 ) As you can see we did a lot
outdoors.because the days were hot in Spain the
food was pretty cold and not heated . the
breakfast was like a proper meal with sides and
everything .

Our Spanish

I went on another residential to Barton hall ,England and this page is about the difference between an
the differences
a English residential and a Spanish?
England residential What
and aour
Spanish
residentialbetween
.

